Cahill Collaborative
The four Cahill branches are usually at odds. A common enemy like the Vespers, however, can bring
even the most unlikely of pairs together—for a short time, anyway. Find out more about other Cahills in
your stronghold and see who you might be able to work well with in a pinch. Remember: sometimes the
perfect teammate will think just like you, and sometimes they will need to have a different set of skills.
You will have twenty seconds to answer each question. Then, find a partner with either the same or a
different answer. Make sure to explain to each other why you chose your answers.
1. A
 fter suddenly losing contact with your best agent in Timbuktu, you’re on a mission to find out what
happened. But you can’t do it alone. Your first choice for a sidekick is:
a) Dan Cahill		

c) Jonah Wizard

b) Natalie Kabra

d) Sinead Starling

Seek out someone with a different answer than yours and chat it up!
2. T
 his just in: all Cahills must wear uniforms while on official Cahill business! What?!
Don’t worry! Just kidding. But if you ever did have to wear one, it would definitely be:
a) Electric purple		

c) Raven black

b) Pumpkin orange		

d) Radiant silver

Find someone with the same answer as yours and dish about it!
3. Y
 ou’re out of food and water. And you’re in the middle of the Sahara Desert. What do you do?
a) Call your dad, have him send some eco-friendly water bottles
b) Find a cactus, drill a hole, drink up
c) Eat the dog biscuit you just found in your pocket
d) Build a giant sand castle—someone’s bound to notice!
Discover someone with a different answer than yours and share new ideas!
4. Y
 ou’re pelting it through the Amazon with an enemy hot on your heels. You’ve got to hide the Mayan
artifact you came here to save. Where do you stash it?
a) Inside the cap of that giant blue mushroom		
b) Underneath your shirt
c) In the awesome tree house overhead
d) Ahh! There’s nowhere! You keep running!
Scan for someone with the same answer as yours and talk like crazy!
5. Y
 ou’ve bugged a restaurant where two suspected Cahill-Vesper double agents are meeting. Then you
hear one of them confirm that he’s a Vesper! What do you do?
a) Sit back, relax, and wait for the second one to squeal.
b) Run for your life—those guys are scary!
c) Sprint next door and capture the traitor!
d) Send the audio file to headquarters. Your job here is done.
Track down someone with a different answer than yours and compare notes!
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